
ISIS Tomorrow 
From orbit to ground.  ISIS currently lacks robust support for landed instruments.  This is because the projection algorithms were optimized 
for producing map products with an overhead view while landed instruments tend to view the surface obliquely.  Furthermore, the need to 
project onto highly irregular surfaces, such as rocks, was not considered when working to make the projection calculations fast.  However, 
the introduction of projections onto the ring plane, in support of the Cassini mission, necessitated the reworking of the projection software.  
We are now working on a more general solution that allows data to be projected onto arbitrary irregular bodies such as rocks and asteroids.  
When this is completed, it will allow landed and orbital data to be mosaiced together into an integrated map product.  This should greatly 
facilitate precise co-analysis of data from spacecraft in orbit and roving on the surface.  A longer term goal is to project data into a volume 
instead of a surface, allowing sounding data (e.g., ground penetrating radar profiles) to be integrated into precision cartographic products.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plays well with other software.  ISIS is not intended to be the be-all and end-all in planetary data analysis.  It will not replicate all the 
capabilities of a professional GIS package or all the (scientifically damaging) cosmetic cleaning capabilities of commercial photo editing 
software.  However, it is our goal to make it simple to include ISIS in a researcher’s workflow.  Currently, there is an interface that allows 
IDL to call ISIS routines.  Files can be exported into a number of formats and detached “world files” are provided with key geospatial 
information in a standard format.  However, bringing data back into ISIS after export is not easy.  We are investigating changing the format 
of ISIS “.cub” files so they can move in and out of a variety of software packages.  The largest challenge is that the headers for ISIS files 
contain a huge volume of information uniquely necessary for precision cartography of planetary data.  One idea we are investigating is using 
this information to produce the text and graphics (e.g., North arrows and scale bars) for figures and captions for publications.   
 

A much greater challenge is to improve the software tools so controlled products 
can be produced on tactically useful time-scales for surface operations (hours to 
minutes).  We have started a multi-year project to produce precision cartographic 
products more efficiently.  The current process is byzantine (see the flowchart) and 
requires significant human oversight.  A more integrated software interface and 
better automation in some areas could greatly decrease the human effort.  However, 
our emphasis is on precision in the final product rather than speed, so it is not clear 
if ISIS will ever be relevant to tactical surface operations.  The MER and MSL 
teams demonstrate that extremely precise products are not needed to safely operate 
a vehicle on Mars and obtain excellent scientific results, so we are focused on 
providing reliable information for more strategic deliberations (e.g., selecting a 
drilling site so it will sample multiple geologic units).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A community of developers.  In order to maximize the utility of ISIS to advanced 
users, we are investigating how to best create a community of developers.  At 
present, our vision is that modification of a core part of ISIS will be limited to a 
core team that has been trained in, and rigorously follows, carefully established 
software development and verification procedures.  Then access to these core 
functions is provided via a layer or interface that understands multiple programming 
languages.  This allows community developers to work in their preferred language 
(e.g., C, C++, python) as they create tools that utilize the capabilities of ISIS.  This 
controlled software interface also allows major changes to the inner workings of the 
core of ISIS without breaking existing tools.  Even with such protections, a 
relatively stable cadence of releases of versions for testing and public use needs to 
be established and communicated to coordinate efforts.  Many details, especially 
establishing roles and expectations for long-term maintenance of contributed tools, 
remain to be worked out.  We invite interested parties to begin the conversation of 
how to realize this goal over the next few years and any appropriate venue including 
the Planetary Data Workshops.   

ISIS Today 
What is ISIS?  ISIS is an integrated package of software applications for cartographic and scientific processing of data from planetary 
imagers and spectrometers.  The heritage of ISIS reaches back to the 1970s, when the USGS was developing some of the earliest tools for 
digital processing of orbital remote sensing data.  Thus ISIS retains significant image display and processing capability.  However, these 
capabilities are not as developed or modern as can be found in the latest versions of ENVI.  Furthermore, with the exception of the qview 
image display environment, image processing in ISIS is primarily designed for systematic command line batch processing, providing a 
relatively cumbersome workflow for interactive investigative analysis.   
 
ISIS’s core strength: putting pixels in the right place! The heart of ISIS is its ability to do “rigorous photogrammetry” which is to follow the 
path of photons from the target surface to the detector through mathematical “camera models.” Initial (or a priori) information about the 
position and orientation of the surface, spacecraft, instrument and illumination source are typically provided via Navigation and Ancillary 
Information Facility (NAIF) kernels. However, ISIS can solve for improved values of all of these parameters by “controlling” the images. In 
the past, controlled mosaics were the only end product, but today the updated NAIF kernels are often of even greater value because they 
enable accurate yet flexible analysis of multiple data sets.  Recent improvements to ISIS include the ability to control tens of thousands of 
very large (multi-GB) images, conversion of ancillary text into binary objects, and better algorithms to calculate the best-fit parameters. The 
current major effort focuses on the camera models. Correctly calculating the time it takes for the photons to travel from the surface to the 
detector is a key goal, as is simplifying the process by which future spacecraft instruments are added to ISIS. 
 
 
    DOING THIS                                                          CONVERTS THIS                                         INTO THIS 
 
 
 
Status of ISIS support.  Support for users of ISIS is in the 2nd year of a 4-year transition from an informal system that relied on a public 
discussion board and e-mails to a professional and transparent process. Bug reports and new feature requests are tracked as tickets in the 
Redmine software. Currently, this is only accessible to USGS users.  The (formerly PGG) Planetary Cartography Program provides funding 
to address approximately 10 large tickets and 60 small tickets per year, with a focus on fixing bugs. Missions provide roughly half this 
much, with an emphasis on adding new features. In FY2013, 347 tickets were closed, 205 of them being bug reports. In the first 5 months of 
FY2014 another 63 tickets were closed, 31 of them being bug reports.  Another slew of ticket closures can be expected at the next release of 
ISIS (version 3.4.6 planned for April 2014).  However, during FY2013, 432 new tickets were entered, including 164 new bug reports. In the 
first half of 2014, 201 new tickets were entered, 32 of the being new bug reports.  This is a very significant reduction in the rate at which 
new bugs are being discovered, possibly indicating that the increased testing within the ISIS development process is already providing some 
tangible benefits.  Many of the non-bug tickets are part of a major refactor of ISIS and do not reflect issues with ISIS functionality.  Still, the 
516 currently open tickets do provide a sense of the currently planned workload on the ISIS development team.  The currently planned work 
will take 3-4 years to complete.  Therefore requests for new features or minor bug fixes are entering a very full queue, making it likely that 
they will not be addressed for a number of years – unless there is funding tied to providing those specific features and/or fixes.   
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ISIS and New Missions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What ISIS support for an instrument entails. The addition of a new instrument into ISIS is often inaccurately referred to as adding a new 
“camera model.”  While including this geometric description of the instrument is one essential ingredient, it is not sufficient to process those 
data.  An ingest program that deals with the new keyword values in PDS headers and support for new SPICE kernels is also required.  It is 
common for instrument specific calibration or cleaning routines to also be added.  If the instrument is to observe a new target body, relevant 
SPICE kernels and a shape model must be added.  As the mission progresses, it can be expected that geometric and radiometric calibration 
will change and/or improve, PDS headers will be revised, and SPICE kernels updated.  To provide the best results, all these changes must be 
propagated into ISIS.   
 
How to add a new instrument to ISIS.  There is a common misconception that ISIS can work with any PDS-released data via the pds2isis 
application.  While the data may be ingested this way, no geometric processing of the data will be possible.  Another misconception is that 
the PGG Planetary Cartography Program will pay for the addition of instruments into ISIS.  This is only the case when the Program tasks the 
USGS with generating a new cartographic product using data from an instrument not supported by ISIS at the time.  In the current budget 
climate, this is an exceedingly rare event.   
 
THE COST OF ADDING A NEW INSTRUMENT INTO ISIS RUNS FROM $25,000 FOR SIMPLE, WELL-DOCUMENTED 
CAMERAS TO >$100,000 FOR COMPLEX IMAGING SPECTROMETERS WITH “INNOVATIVE” DESIGNS, POOR 
DOCUMENTATION, AND NON-STANDARD SPICE KERNELS. 
 
If you have a research problem that needs an additional instrument to be added to ISIS, we can work with you to develop a compelling 
proposal that includes a subcontract to the USGS to complete the necessary software development.  While the time and cost associated with 
this effort will increase the size of the proposal, our experience is that reviewers are usually well-inclined toward making a new data set 
more accessible to the broader community. The combination of a strong science motivation and the development of a tool that will have 
many users often finds favor with reviewers.   
 
For new instrument or mission proposals, the use of ISIS in the ground data system allows one to leverage over $10,000,000 in NASA 
funded software development and take advantage of >10 years of heritage.  When included in the original mission proposal, it is often cost-
effective to utilize ISIS for radiometric calibration of the data and exporting PDS-formatted products.  Data processing pipelines heavily 
utilizing ISIS are used by the HiRISE and LROC teams to produce higher level PDS products, providing a well-tested and successful model 
for proposed instruments as well.  For missions that choose to take advantage of ISIS, it is often advantageous to include additional funding 
for expedited support and training workshops.  These costs can be quite modest (a few $10Ks) and show a willingness to invest in reducing 
the risk from unanticipated software issues.   
 
While inclusion in the initial instrument proposal is the most straightforward path to ISIS support, we are open to other options as well.   

Other USGS Mission Support 
 
Training Workshops: The ISIS software, and the underlying cartographic and photogrammetric concepts have a steep learning curve. The 
quickest way up this curve is face-to-face interaction with the most experienced ISIS users and developers. The costs associated with 
holding a 2-day hands-on ISIS workshop are roughly $25K plus travel. Funding for providing such workshops is not currently part of the 
Planetary Cartography Program but we welcome partnerships in proposing to hold these types of workshops. However, workshops for using 
geographic information systems (GIS) in planetary geologic mapping and for producing digital elevation models from stereo imaging are 
funded.  Such workshops are provided at no cost other than travel to the training site (the annual Planetary Geologic Mapping Meeting for 
the former and 2-3 annual sessions in Flagstaff for the latter).   
 
                                                                                                                           HiRISE Radiometric Calibration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Radiometric and Geometric Calibration: The calibration done by ISIS is only as good as the algorithms and parameters provided to the 
software developers. USGS Astrogeology Science Center staff have considerable experience in conducting the pre-flight measurements 
needed to derive the calibration information used in ISIS (or other software).  It is more difficult to estimate some of these parameters after 
launch, but we have experience in this regard as well.  Some of these parameters can be calculated during the photogrammetric control 
process, provided the right type and volume of data are collected.  In fact, we are working on methods to derive calibration information for 
instruments that are not able to provide us with such information.  Still, the best results, by far, are obtained when calibration is a major 
focus starting at the proposal phase of an instrument.    
 

Currently supported instruments:  The current version of ISIS has 
support for 48 instruments.  The New Horizons Ralph, Alice, and 
LORRI; Chandrayaan-1 M3 and the Hayabusa AMICA 
instruments are all currently being worked on and the Rosetta 
VIRTIS and OSIRIS instruments, along with the three OSIRIS-
REx OCAMs, will follow shortly.  There is a chance the Mariner 
9 camera will be completed as a student training exercise.  Only 
the student training is funded by the PGG Cartography Program. 

Digital Photogrammetric Workstation 

Mission Operations:  USGS Astrogeology staff are experienced in the operations of 
imaging systems on planetary spacecraft.  Currently, this includes Opportunity, Curiosity, 
and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.  The required secure links to JPL and other IT 
infrastructure are in place.  And we have a long history of providing a variety of 
cartographic products in support of landing site selections.   
 
Ground Data Systems: Traditionally, the USGS has provided assistance for setting up 
instrument ground data systems (GDS) at the PI institutions.  We generally have focused 
on (a) radiometric and geometric calibration, (b) scripting pipeline processes, and (c) 
handling ancillary (e.g., SPICE) data.  However, the USGS now has the hardware to 
support a local GDS with dual compute clusters, ~1 PetaByte of storage, triple redundant 
internet connectivity and generator-ready back-up power.  Furthermore, with the USGS 
hosting part of the PDS imaging node, transfer of data to the PDS is very simple. For 
some proposing instrument teams, leveraging our existing infrastructure and expertise 
may be attractive. 
 
Archiving: ISIS maintains close ties to the PDS, with considerable infrastructure for 
ingesting and exporting data in archival formats. Furthermore, including geometric and 
radiometric calibration routines in ISIS is an effective way to distribute these essential 
data processing steps to researchers across the science community. 


